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Abstract: Detection of subsurface defects is undeniably a growing subfield of infrared nondestructive testing (IR-NDT). There are many algorithms used for this purpose, where non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) is considered to be an interesting alternative to principal component
analysis (PCA) by having no negative basis in matrix decomposition. Here, an application of Semi
non-negative matrix factorization (Semi-NMF) in IR-NDT is presented to determine the subsurface
defects of an Aluminum plate specimen through active thermographic method. To benchmark, the
defect detection accuracy and computational load of the Semi-NMF approach is compared to stateof-the-art thermography processing approaches such as: principal component thermography (PCT),
Candid Covariance-Free Incremental Principal Component Thermography (CCIPCT), Sparse PCT,
Sparse NMF and standard NMF with gradient descend (GD) and non-negative least square (NNLS).
The results show 86% accuracy for 27.5s computational time for SemiNMF, which conclusively
indicate the promising performance of the approach in the field of IR-NDT.
Keywords: subsurface defect detection; Semi Non-negative matrix factorization (Semi-NMF);
infrared non-destructive testing (IR-NDT)

1. Introduction
A matrix decomposition processed by Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) leads to
decomposing an input matrix into two low-rank non-negative matrices similar to principal
component analysis (PCA) but with non-negative matrix constraints [1]. The NMF shows a similar
behavior as a clustering algorithm and a known reason to be a subfield of data-mining and pattern
recognition [1,2]. Matrix factorization has been used for infrared non-destructive testing (IR-NDT)
and compared to PCA and archetypal analysis (AA) to assess its advantages and pitfalls as reported
in [5]. This analysis continued in [6] where NMF was applied to cultural heritage objects and
buildings using gradient descend (GD) and non-negative least square (NNLS) and demonstrating the
good performance of such algorithms for detecting subsurface defects. Here, we present Semi-NMF
using NNLS and based on gradient descent rule (Ruls) methods to detect subsurface defects in
Aluminum.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Testing Specimen and Experimental Setup
Aluminum is extensively employed in many industrial and aerospace structures, it is also
considered to be a benchmark for the performance evaluation of thermographic methods under
laboratory conditions. The data-set was assembled using following an experimental scenario
regarding and acquisition parameters as described in [7]. The inspection was conducted from the
front side of the specimen in reflection mode (having a depth range from 0.2 to 1 mm). Two
photographic flashes were used (Balcar FX 60, 5 ms thermal pulse, 6.4 kJ/flash) and a MWIR infrared
camera (Santa Barbara Focal plane (nitrogen cooled, InSb, 320 × 256 pixels). The acquisition
parameters were tuned as: Sampling rate,
=157 Hz; Duration,
= 6.37 s; Time step,
= 0.025
( ) = 6.37 s; total number of frames = 250 (Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows the
s; truncation window,
scheme of the specimen which has been utilized [7].

Figure 1. Experimental setup and schematic of Aluminum plate are presented.

2.2. Methodology
This approach shows a presentation of factorization in IR-NDT. Factorization considers to be
shown by following formula:
≈

,

(1)

Where the input matrix = ( , … , ) shows a collection of n data vectors in its columns
∈ × , and
∈ × . This represents the
correspond to n vectorized infrared images,
singular value decomposition (SVD), where there are no limitations on the signs of B and H, also non
constrain for input matrix X. NMF assumes that matrices X, B, and H are not negative, but when the
data matrix is unconstrained (i.e., when mixed signs exist among the matrices) NMF is referred to be
called Semi-NMF, which H is restricted to be non-negative but there is no restriction for matrix B [11].
This provides freedom to basis matrix (similar to PCT) which is restricted by a coefficient matrix. The
NMF directly associates with clustering [1,3], Semi-NMF can be modified from this perspective,
where if Semi-NMF performs grouping (similar to K-means clustering) on input infrared data of X,
the B and H can be represented by a cluster centroids matrix = ( , , … , ), and by cluster
indicators ;
= if
belonging to cluster ;
=
therwise. This can be shown similar to a
clustering objective function as:
=

‖

−

‖ = ‖ −

‖ ,

(2)
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Let ‖. ‖ denotes the -norm of a vector and ‖. ‖ represents Frobenius norm of a matrix. This
indicates that K-means clustering objective can be alternatively viewed as an objective function for
matrix approximation, which indicates the clustering among subsurface defects and other regions in
the input matrix. In the case of relaxation, following optimization allows
to range over values in
(0,1), or values in( , ∞), which yields the Semi-NMF type of matrix factorization.
3. Results and Conclusions
The presented thermography analysis has been performed in a PC (Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU,
3.20GHz, RAM 16.00GB, 64 bit Operating System) and using MATLAB computer programming.
Figure 2 presents selected results of subsurface defect detection using semi-NMF computed by two
computational methods: non-negative least square (SemiNMF-nnls, Figure 2h), and gradient descent
rules (SemiNMF-Ruls, Figure 2i) and compared to the state-of-the-art approaches such as NMF
(Figure 2a), PCT [8] (Figure 2b), NMF-gd (Figure 2c), NMF-nnls [6] (Figure 2d), Sparse-PCT [10]
(Figure 2e), Candid Covariance-Free Incremental Principal Component Thermography (CCIPCT) [9]
(Figure 2g), and Sparse-NMF (Figure 2e) [12]. We selected k = 10 for most of this analyses
corresponding to an 80% variance via decomposition method for all methods. The qualitative results
of SemiNMF-nnls indicated considerable accuracy relative to state-of-the-art techniques and
SemiNMF-Ruls [11]. To benchmark, we used a binary image as ground truth (GT) and a reference for
our calculation. A metric called Intersection over Union (IoU), also denoted as Jaccard index, is
employed to quantify the percent overlap between the GT and our prediction output and measured
by the number of common pixels between the GT and resulting masks divided by overall number of
pixels. The quantitative results in Table 1 indicate an 86% IoU accuracy with 27.5 s of computational
load for SemiNMF-nnls compared to the state-of-the-art thermographic approaches. For instance,
NMF and PCT have IoU range of 95% (0.25 s) and 91% (0.56 s), respectively. NMF-gd and NMF-nnls
were likewise relatively accurate having 87% (14.81 s) and 83% (45.18 s), respectively.

Figure 2. Evaluation of the qualitative accuracy of Semi-NMF (h.,i.) versus the state-of-the-art
approaches (a.–g.) in thermography.
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Table 1. The table shows the IoU metric and computational load of each algorithm.

Method
CCIPCT
PCT
NMF
Standard-NMF-gd
Standard-NMF-nnls
Sparse-PCT
Sparse-NMF
SemiNMF-Ruls
SemiNMF-nnls

Computational Load (s)
0.04
0.25
0.56
14.81
45.18
18.31
39.52
27.56
27.5

IoU (%)
0.2
0.91
0.95
0.87
0.83
0.4
0.93
0.53
0.86

The accuracy of SemiNMF, Sparse NMF, and Sparse PCT might be lesser than NMF and PCT
which is due to non-noisy condition of IR-NDT (no additive noise), while sparse methods have better
resistance against additive noise. As future work, further analysis of these methods will be conducted
to determine their robustness in the presence of noise.
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